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Design of semi-decentralized control laws for distributed-air-jet
micromanipulators by reinforcement learning

Laëtitia Matignon, Guillaume J. Laurent and Nadine Le Fort-Piat

Abstract— Recently, a great deal of interest has been devel-
oped in learning in multi-agent systems to achieve decentralized
control. Machine learning is a popular approach to find
controllers that are tailored exactly to the system without any
prior model. In this paper, we propose a semi-decentralized re-
inforcement learning control approach in order to position and
convey an object on a contact-free MEMS-based distributed-
manipulation system. The experimental results validate the
semi-decentralized reinforcement learning method as a way to
design control laws for such distributed systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been increased interest in
decentralized approaches combined with machine learning
techniques to solve complex real world problems [1], [2],
[3]. A decentralized point of view offers several potential
advantages in scalability and robustness, and can overcome
the complexity constraints of conventional central control.
Machine learning is a popular approach to find controllers
that are tailored exactly to the system [4].

We propose to use reinforcement learning (RL) control
techniques in a semi-decentralized perspective as a way to
design control laws for distributed manipulation systems.
Distributed manipulation systems are based on MEMS1-
actuator arrays that can be used for positioning, conveying
and sorting of small parts, or as bulk-fabricated (cheap),
ultra-thin transport mechanisms, e.g. for paper in copy
machines or printers. Distributed manipulation systems can
be divided in two categories: contact systems and contact-
free systems. Contact systems simulate cilia and can mainly
perform high load capacity and accurate positioning [5],
[6]. Contact-free systems use air-flow levitation and have
several advantages including higher velocity and no friction
problems but they require a greater level of complexity for
the control [7], [8].

In this paper, we aim at controlling a distributed-air-
jet MEMS-based micromanipulator designed by Chapuis et
al. [7] as part of a research project funded by the NRA
(French National Research Agency). This project federates
five French research teams and a Japanese one from five
laboratories2. The device to control is an array of micro-
electro-valves able to produce controlled and directed micro-
air-jets (cf. figure 1). The joint action of air-jets can achieve
some positioning and conveyance tasks of a small part.
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Fig. 1. Distributed-air-jet MEMS-based micromanipulator [7].

The long-term objective is to design and develop a fully
integrated distributed micro-manipulation system, that we
call smart surface, for conveying, fine positioning and sorting
of parts at meso-scale (µm to mm). Fully integrated means
that the control must be embedded. However, a fully inte-
grated approach still remains rigid and costly in micro-scale
fabrication for research works on control. Consequently, in
this paper, we experiment our control algorithms with a
model of the distributed-air-jet micromanipulator.

There are many challenging issues concerning the motion
control and the increase of stability of the manipulated part.
Finding coherent control laws for hundreds of independent
air-jets is a complex problem. Fluidic effects are also very
hard to control and actuators are not perfectly the same
due to process dispersion factors. In the second part of
this paper, we show that the open-loop control approach,
usually proposed for contact distributed systems and called
programmable vector field [9], [5], is not satisfactory for this
purpose. That’s why we investigate decentralized RL control
techniques.

The proposed control architecture is based on RL in
cooperative multi-agent systems, where multiple agents are
cooperating to solve a joint task [10]. This framework allows
to find local control laws which joint actions are optimal at
the global level. Moreover, RL can find control laws without
prior knowledge on the system. Thanks to this property, our
approach could be applied to different distributed manipula-
tion systems.



Fig. 2. Geometric notations in case of a nozzle close to the object, normal
to �x and orienting an air-jet with a velocity �vair,i (top view).

II. DISTRIBUTED-AIR-JET MICROMANIPULATOR

A. Real system

Figure 1 illustrates principles of the distributed-air-jet
MEMS-based micromanipulator. It consists of an active
surface based on an array of pneumatic micro-nozzles. Air-
flow comes through electrostatic micro-valves in the back-
side of the device. Each electrostatic micro-actuator works
as a normally closed air-valve but has two opened positions,
each generating opposite directed horizontal air-jet. When the
valve is closed a slight vertical air-jet is produced to ensure
levitation. In the front-side, the active surface is simply
represented by holes where air-jets are produced. An object
can be carried by actuating air-jets independently at each
point. An overhead camera is used to get the position of
the object’s center. See [7] for more details about MEMS’s
design and working.

B. Model

The aim of this section is to state a realistic model
of the distributed-air-jet micromanipulator. A multi-domain
simulation of this distributed-parameter system is a self-
challenging task. We make here some assumptions in order
to keep only a finite set of differential equations based on
fluidic forces exerted by an air-flow on a body.

1) Fluidic forces: Each nozzle is centered on a 1 mm2

square. A nozzle generates :

• either a vertical air-jet �vair = vair�z when the micro-
valve is closed (the valve state a is 0),

• or an oriented air-jet �vair = vair�x (nozzle normal to �x)
or �vair = vair�y (nozzle normal to �y) when the micro-
valve is opened (the valve state a is ±1).

By the combined action of vertical and oriented air-jets,
forces and moments are exerted on the object. Two fluidic
forces are defined : the levitation force FL applied in the
vertical direction �z and the thrust force FT which conveys
the object on the surface (�x, �y). A torque also applies leading
to the object’s rotation around �z.

Fig. 3. Geometry of the distributed-air-jet micromanipulator. The device
has a total of 96 actuators (air-jet).

2) Hypotheses: For the conveyance model in two dimen-
sions, we only model the thrust force FT so the hypotheses
are :

• the levitation force FL is not evaluated; the object is
supposed to be constantly in levitation,

• effects of vertical air-jets on the object’s motion are
neglected,

• we model only interactions between oriented air-jets and
the object’s edges. Oriented air-jets reaching the back
side of the object are thus neglected,

• air-jets are independent, i.e. there aren’t any interactions
between air-jets.

3) Thrust force: To establish a model of the thrust force,
we need some notations shown on figure 2. The object is
represented by a N -faces polygon and is conveyed in (�x, �y).
Its center of gravity is noted G, G’s coordinates are noted
(x, y). All the air-nozzles are numbered between 1 to M .
When an air-nozzle is less than 5 mm away to the object
and when the air-jet is in the good direction, the produced
air-flow reaches a small area of the object’s edge, called wet
area. We assume that the wet area of the face is just the
normal projection of the nozzle in (O, �y, �z). This relation
between a face n and a nozzle i is described using the
following variables:

• �un is the normal vector of the face n,
• si,n is the surface of the normal projection of the wet

area of the face n,
• Pi,n is the central point of the wet area of the face n,
• di,n is the distance between Pi,n and the nozzle i.
The elementary thrust force of the air-jet i on the face n

is :

�fi,n =
1
2
ρCxsi,nv2

i,n�un (1)

where Cx is the drag coefficient, ρ the density of the air
and vi,n the relative speed of the air at the point Pi,n. Each
elementary thrust force �fi,n is equal to 0 with a probability of
0.05 to imitate possible micro-actuator failures. The relative



speed is given by :

�vi,n = (�vair(di,n, ai)− �vobj) · �un (2)

where �vobj is the speed of the object and �vair is the speed
of the air-jet. The direction of �vair is normal to the direction
of the nozzle. The magnitude of �vair results from a finite
element simulation [7] that gives air-jet velocity decreasing
with the distance d to the nozzle and according to the valve
state a :

vair(d, a) =




0 if a = 0

5500 sgn(a)e−
d2

3.38 if a �= 0 and d ≥ 0

−1000 sgn(a)e−
d2

0.08 if a �= 0 and d < 0
(3)

We can notice a negative air-jet velocity if d < 0. Indeed,
when a nozzle generates an air-jet oriented along �x, a slight
opposite air-jet is produced along −�x. That leads an object
moving slowly along �x to bounce of opposite air-jets.

Then, the model sums all elementary thrust forces gener-
ated by the M air-jets on the N object edges according to
the surface geometry (cf. figure 3). The resulting thrust force
FT is applied at its center of gravity G :

�FT =
M∑
i=1

N∑
n=1

δi,n
�fi,n (4)

where δi,n equals 1 if the air-jet i reaches the face n and
zero else. δi,n is also zero if the air-nozzle is under the object
(see hypotheses). The resulting torque is :

�MFT
=

M∑
i=1

N∑
n=1

δi,n( �GP i,n ∧ �fi,n). (5)

4) Viscous force: Friction forces due to the surrounding
air are spread over the surface of the object. The resulting
force is the viscous force :

�FV = −Kη�v (6)

where K is a geometric coefficient dependent on the shape
of the object, η the coefficient of viscosity and �v the speed
of the object.

5) Conveyance model: The object’s dynamic follows the
equations :




mẍ = �FT · �x−Kηẋ

mÿ = �FT · �y −Kηẏ

Jθ̈ = �MFT
· �z

(7)

where m is the mass of the object, J its inertia moment and
θ̇ its angular speed.

III. OPEN-LOOP CONTROL BY PROGRAMMABLE VECTOR
FIELD

A. Control problem

In this section, we assume that no sensor is available
(open-loop control). The problem is to address a direction
to each air-jet in order to get a specific motion of the object.

Fig. 4. Task description.

Fig. 5. Vector field.

The magnitude of an air-jet is not adjustable. For instance,
we focus here on a stabilization task; a cylinder (2 mm in
diameter, 0.25 mm in height) must be maintained at a given
place of the surface. The cylinder is modeled by a 21-faces
polygon.

We aim to regulate the position in only one direction. For
that, we use a restricted area of the active surface. This
restricted area contains 19 columns per 2 rows of nozzles
(cf. figure 4). All east-west air-jets are assigned to a constant
air-jet direction (east, middle or west). North-south air-jets
stay in middle position to ensure object’s levitation. For this
simple task, we try to use the programmable vector field
method to determine the direction of each air-jet.

B. Programmable vector field

Programmable vector field was introduced by Böhringer et

al. [9], [5] to control contact-actuator arrays and transversely
vibrating plates. Programmable vector field is sensor-less and
may be employed to orient, sort, feed, assemble parts, etc.

The principle of programmable vector field is simple:
actuators are assigned to a specific direction with regard to
their position, then, when a part is placed on the device, the
vector field induces a force and a torque upon it. Over time,
the part may come to rest in a dynamic equilibrium state.

For the generation of manipulation plans with pro-
grammable vector fields, it is essential to be able to predict
the motion of a part in the field and to determine the stable
equilibrium poses a part can reach in which all forces and
moments are balanced. To create a stable equilibrium point in
the middle of the surface, we used the vector field shown by
figure 5. The middle of the surface is located at yg = 9.5 mm.

C. Experimental results

Figure 6 shows the position of the cylinder’s center versus
the time. Three short perturbations at time 0, 5 and 10 s are
done to test the robustness of the regulation.
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Fig. 6. Position of the cylinder’s center according to the time using
programmable vector field open-loop control (solid line), the dashed line
represents the target position. Short perturbations are done at time steps 0,
5 and 10 s.

As we can see on the curve, the motion is very oscillatory
and non-harmonic. Two oscillating phases can be distin-
guished. Moreover, in some cases due to a short perturbation,
the object misses the target position and stays in another
stable position (at time step 5 s). The reason is that slight
counter-jets are produced in the opposite direction of the
air-jets as described by equation 3. This phenomena was
observed with the real system.

The first conclusion is that the vector field can create a
stable equilibrium point. But the stable area is very small
and the motion of the object is very oscillatory. The constant
programmable vector field is acting as a simple on-off
regulator with a high gain, so turning the velocity down
might get rid of some of the oscillations and overshoots
at the cost of slower convergence. This could be done
by reducing the input pressure. However, as programmable
vector field control is open-loop, it will not be able to reject
perturbations.

The second conclusion is that the control of the air-
jet micromanipulator is not obvious. So, we get a strong
benchmark to test various control approaches.

IV. CONTROL BY REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

A. Control problem

In this section, we assume that the manipulation area is
supervised by a global sensor like a camera. Thanks to this
sensor, the object’s position is known at intervals of time
T (sampling period). The position at time step k is noted
(xk, yk).

In order to reject perturbations or to control the object
trajectory, a suitable combination of air-jets must be calcu-
lated at each sampling period in accordance with the position
(xk, yk) of the part. The control signal (air-jet direction)
sent to the ith air-jet is noted ai,k (that can take one of
the three possible discrete values). To control the entire
surface, there are 96 control signals to process at each step!
A fully centralized control architecture is not suitable due
to processing complexity and the number of communication
channels required (cf. figure 7a).

(a) Centralized control

(b) Semi-decentralized control

Fig. 7. Control architectures.

Another solution is to use one controller per air-jet.
The object’s position is broadcasted to each independent
controller so as to close the loop. Then, each controller sends
a command to its associated air-jet. We call this architecture
semi-decentralized because acting and decision-making are
local but sensing is global (cf. figure 7b).

The control problem is to design local control laws that
generate a satisfactory global behavior of the part. Under
some assumptions, reinforcement learning techniques are
able to find such controllers.

B. Reinforcement learning

RL methods are inspired by dynamic programming con-
cepts and have been studied extensively in centralized frame-
work [4]. A controller, also called agent, learns by interac-
tions with its environment, using a scalar reward signal called
reinforcement as performance feedback. The studies about
reinforcement learning algorithms in multi-agent systems are
based on Markov game framework.

Definition 1: A cooperative Markov game3 is defined as
a tuple < m,S, A1, ..., Am, T, R > where : m is the number
of agents; S is a finite set of states; Ai is the set of actions
available to the agent i (and A = A1 × ... × Am the joint
action space); T : S×A×S → [0, 1] is a transition function

3also called team game.



that defines transition probabilities between states; R : S ×
A→ � is the reward function.

This framework is equivalent to the semi-decentralized
architecture we presented because all agents have access to
the complete observable state s. Reinforcement function is
determined by the task to achieve (see below). The transition
function T is unknown from agent’s perspective (learning
hypothesis).

C. Think globally, act locally

The objective of the group (or the global objective) is to
find a joint policy π that maximizes for all states s in S
and joint actions a in A the expected sum of the discounted
rewards in the future,

Qπ(s, a) = Eπ




∞∑
j=0

γjrj+k+1

∣∣s, a

 (8)

Qπ(s, a) is called the joint or global action-value function.
In the multi-agent system framework, independent learners

(ILs) were introduced in [11] as agents which don’t know
the actions taken by the other agents. The objective of an IL
is then to find a local policy πi that maximizes the expected
sum of the discounted rewards in the future for its own action
ai in Ai,

Qπi
i (s, ai) = Eπi




∞∑
j=0

γjrj+k+1

∣∣s, ai


 (9)

Qπi
i (s, ai) is called the local action-value function. The IL

approach brings the benefit that the size of the state-action
space is independent of the number of agents. This choice is
pertinent for the distributed-air-jet micromanipulator in order
to avoid exponential growth of action space with the number
of agents.

It is important to notice that it is necessary for each

independent learner to find its local optimal action-value

function, in order that the group achieves the global optimum

[12].

D. Decentralized Q-Learning

Q-learning [13] is one of the most used RL algorithm in
single-agent framework because of its simplicity and robust-
ness. That’s also why it was one of the first to be applied to
multi-agent environments [14]. Despite some difficulties as
the coordination or the loss of theoretical guarantees [15], it
was successfully applied with ILs on some applications [16],
[17], [18], [19].

For an IL i, Q-Learning consists in getting a more and
more accurate estimation of the optimal local action-value
function using a recursive updating equation, that is:

Qi(sk−1, ai,k−1)← Qi(sk−1, ai,k−1) + αδ (10)

where δ = rk + γ max
b∈Ai

Qi(sk, b)−Qi(sk−1, ai,k−1), ai,k−1

is the individual action chosen by the agent i at time step
k − 1, α ∈]0; 1] is the learning rate and γ ∈ [0; 1[ is the

discount factor. Qi(s, ai) is the current value of the state-
action pair (s, ai) for the agent i. Qi(s, ai) values are stored
in a |S| × |Ai| array.

We propose to combine decentralized Q-learning with
eligibility traces to obtain a more efficient method. The
eligibility trace e(s, a) is a measurement of the age of the
last visit of the state-action pair (s, a). Action-value function
is then globally updated according to eligibility trace, that is:

Qi(sk−1, ai,k−1)← Qi(sk−1, ai,k−1) + αδei(sk−1, ai,k−1)
(11)

Much more Q-values are then updated at each transition. This
method is a decentralized version for ILs of the Watkins’s
Q(λ) algorithm4 [20].

At each time step, a new action ai,k is selected according
to Qi(sk, ∗) values and to an exploration/exploitation com-
promise. We use the ε-greedy action selection method5.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Part stabilization

As illustrated on the figure 4, we aim to control columns
of east-west nozzles to regulate the position of the part in
only one direction like in the previous section. All the east-
west nozzles of a column are controlled together according to
the air-jet direction required. So the system requires as much
controllers as east-west nozzles columns, i.e. 10 controllers.
Possible actions of each controller are: directing the air-jet
on the east or on the west or closing the valve, i.e. 3 actions
(east, west, middle). So, the cardinal |Ai| of the action space
Ai of the agent i is 3.

The state of the system sk at time step k is the object’s
current and previous positions, sk = (yk, yk−1). To apply RL
in the form presented previously, time axis and continuous
state must be discretized. The sample time of our simulation
is 0.01 seconds (between step the integration method is
ODE45). For object’s position, a 41×41 spatial tile-coding is
used. So, this yields Qi tables of size 41×41×3 for each 10
controllers, to compare with a Q table of size 41× 41× 310

in a centralized view.
According to [21] and in order to stabilize the object at

the position yg with null speed, the chosen reward function
is :

R(yk, yk−1) =




1 if (yk, yk−1) ∈ [yg − ρ, yg + ρ]2

−1 if yk < ymin or yk > ymax

0 else
(12)

where ρ sets a margin, ymin the minimal abscissa and ymax

the maximal abscissa.

Independent controllers learn by decentralized Q-Learning
during 300 trials. Each trial starts with the object in a random
initial state (y0 ∈ [3, 15] mm) and runs at the most 10

4λ is the decay parameter for eligibility traces.
5The probability of taking a random action for an agent i is ε and,

otherwise, the selected action is the one with the largest Qi-value in the
current state.
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Result with the simulated air-jet micromanipulator (short perturbations are
done at time steps 0, 2 and 4 s)

Fig. 8. Position of the cylinder’s center according to the time (solid line)
after learning with the Q-Learning algorithm, the dashed line represents the
target position. The control architecture is semi-decentralized.

seconds. A trial ends if the object gets out from the restricted
area (yk < ymin or yk > ymax). All trials use α = 0.1,
γ = 0.9, ε = 0.01 and ρ = 0.5 mm.

Figure 8 shows the position of the object’s center accord-
ing to the time after learning. It takes around 0.2 seconds for
the ILs to regulate the object’s position with an oscillation
range of 0.1 mm. The perturbations at time steps 0, 2 and
4 s are quickly rejected.

Semi-decentralized RL manages to stabilize the object
with a high damp factor and with a good robustness to
perturbations. This result demonstrates the potential capacity
of RL control to regulate position and speed of a levitating
part on distributed-air-jet micromanipulator.

B. Part conveying

The objective is to convey the object to the middle of
the north border of the surface illustrated on the figure
3. The object is fed to the surface at the initial position
(x0, y0) = (7.5, 1.5) mm and with a random speed (ẋ ∈
[−50,−10] mm/s). Open-loop control by programmable
vector field is first applied to this task. The vector field shown
by figure 9 is used to convey the object. The figure 10a shows
the object’s trajectories for various initial speeds of the object
(ẋ = {−10,−20,−30,−40,−50} mm/s). As illustrated on
the figure, this vector field is not able to convey the object
to its target position for all initial speeds.

We propose to test if semi-decentralized reinforcement
learning control is robust to the different initial speeds of
the object. This time, 96 independent controllers learn by
decentralized Q(λ) during 1000 trials. Each trial starts with
the object at the initial position and with a random speed
and runs at the most 10 seconds. A trial ends if the object
gets out from the surface. All trials use α = 0.1, γ = 0.9,
λ = 0.7, ε = 0.01. The state of the system sk at time
step k is the object’s current and previous positions, sk =
(xk, yk, xk−1, yk−1). The sample time of our simulation
is 0.01 seconds (between step the integration method is
ODE45). For object’s position, a 13 × 13 × 9 × 9 spatial

Fig. 9. Vector field for the part conveying.

(a) Results with programmable vector field

(b) Results with semi-decentralized RL control

Fig. 10. Object’s trajectories for various initial speeds of the object. The
initial speed ẋ is here noted vx.

tile-coding is used.
According to [21], we incorporate prior knowledge or bias

to speed up RL. We choose to use a transient bias embedded
in initial Q values. This bias advises controllers to generate
the previous vector field (figure 9) at the beginning of the
learning process. In order to realize the part conveying, the
chosen reward function is :

R(xk, yk) =




10e−
(x− xmax

2 )2

2 if y ≥ ymax

−3 if x < xmin or x > xmax or y < ymin

0 else.
(13)



where (x, y) are the object’s coordinates. The reinforcement
function rewards agents when the goal is reached, and
punishes them when another border is crossed.

At the end of the learning process, some conveying
tasks with various initial speeds of the object (ẋ =
{−10,−20,−30,−40,−50} mm/s) are realized with con-
trollers following their greedy policy6. The figure 10b shows
the object’s trajectories.

Semi-decentralized RL manages to convey the object near
to the target position for all tested initial speeds. Con-
trollers adjusted the initial bias so as to fit the speed of
the object. This result confirms the potential capacity of
semi-decentralized RL methods to control such distributed
systems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We first showed that the usual open-loop control for con-
tact distributed-manipulation system, called programmable

vector field, fails to damp object’s motion and to reject per-
turbations on the contact-free distributed micromanipulator.

Then, a semi-decentralized reinforcement learning control
approach has been investigated. This way of control has
been validated in comparison with programmable vector
field. Notably, it achieves good positioning and conveying
performance and has high control stability. This result is
a proof-of-concept of using decentralized RL control for
distributed-manipulation systems. It is also a new successful
application of decentralized Q-learning variant algorithms for
independent agents.

We made here some strong assumptions in the model
used for simulation. Although the behavior of the model is
realistic, some assumptions as the independence of air-jets
may be simplistic. Well, the purpose of this paper is precisely
to propose a control approach by learning that does not need
to state any model to find a controller. One major interest
of this approach is to adapt itself to any systems. So, there
is likelihood that decentralized RL control will achieve the
control of a real contact-free distributed micromanipulator
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APPENDIX I
NUMERICAL DATA OF DYNAMICAL MODEL

Parameter Caption Value Unit
m object’s mass 6, 6.10−3 g
l object’s thickness 2, 5.10−1 mm

Cx drag coefficient 1, 11
ρ air density 1, 3 kg/m3

J object’s moment of inertia 0, 05 g/mm2

η air viscosity 1, 81.10−5 kg/m.s
K viscosity coefficient 2, 75

6The selected action is the one with the largest Qi-value in the current
state.
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